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Instant boiling water  
straight from the tap
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Discover the latest innovation from Fohën, the leading 
name in high performance designer brassware.

The Instant Boiler Tap delivers piping hot pre-filtered water on 
demand, as well as standard hot and cold water. Safe, reliable 
and convenient, it is the most sustainable option for your 
kitchen and also saves space on your kitchen worktop. Free 
yourself from kettle clutter (and liberate one more plug point)!  
Only heat what you need, and save water as well  
as energy.

This remarkable tap system is available in six stylish 
finishes to suit your kitchen décor, and comes with a 
variety of child-safe and cool touch features for reliable, 
family-friendly use.

The masked glass touch-screen control is unique on the 
market, and is adjustable to provide high temperature water 
flow at your command. The colour digital display makes it 
easy to select the temperature to suit your needs, from 
75ºC to 98ºC, showing the actual and set temperature.
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Standard hot and cold water dispensed effortlessly to 
your desired temperature and flow rate through the easy 
to use swivel mixer lever, delivering controlled water for 
your daily requirements.

Innovation: safety on tap
For boiling water, straight from the tap, Fohën is the 
safest choice for every household. Instantly dispensed 
98°C water through the rugged safety handle, double 
spring loaded for extra security. Push down the child-
safe catch to release the first security mechanism then 
twist and hold. As soon as your hand is removed, the 
safety mechanism automatically returns the handle to the 
off position and relocates the safety catch.

The dispensed 98°C water runs independently through 
the centre of the spout ensuring your tap is always cool 
to the touch. The tap delivers a safe, controlled flow of 
water from the spout, eliminating any dangerous spitting 
or spurting and also features a 360° swivel spout for 
ease of use and accessibility.

The Tri Flow Tap

5year
warranty water runs independently through 

the centre of the spout ensuring 
your tap is always cool to the touch



Europe’s finest design  
& engineering expertise

QUALITY: TESTED  
Each Fohën product undergoes countless tests to 
assess its reliability, durability, flow and load. This is 
the only way to ensure that our customers always 
have the best possible experience, even after 
many years. Fohën is constantly striving to achieve 
ongoing innovation in all areas for our customers. 
Your satisfaction is our top priority. 

INNOVATION: THE HEART OF EVERYTHING
Ongoing innovation is part our DNA. We understand 
how to move with the times while maintaining our 
identity. Quality, authenticity and an all-embracing 
innovation culture: these are the classic attributes 
which give our consumers confidence and 
reassurance in the Fohën name. 

Our reputation at Fohën is based on our core values, to deliver the best in design and quality so  
that every Fohën product is an ambassador for our brand, making your life easier, happier, better.
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our dedication to improving 
everyday objects attracts  
the most talented design  
and engineering talent 
Europe has to offer
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High quality  
tri flow kitchen 
tap in a range 
of finishes

360° swivel spout

Child safe spring lock boiling 
water dispenser

Hot and cold lever mixer handle 
with standard water

Good design often means as little design as possible 
- paring down to only the essential elements required 
to achieve the desired effect. The principle of ‘simplicity 
by design’ is that a good design solution is the most 
simple solution to the design problem. 

Our products deliver great results and look great by 
simply adhering to this principle.

The Instant Boiler Tap is functional, easy to use, fit and 
maintain. It comes complete with an easy to replace 
carbon filter. 

The filter comes complete with fixtures and fittings and 
when ready for replacing it takes seconds: just a quick 
twist, pull & replace.

Simplicity by design // KEY DESIGN FEATURES //

APPROVAL PENDING
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Engineered in style

Brushed Gold
CK01G

Brushed Nickel
CK01N

Six finishes for a stylish kitchen

Chrome
CK01A

Brushed Gunmetal
CK01M

Brushed Copper
CK01C

Matt Black
CK01B

Our newest innovation is the single tap which unites 
both mixer and boiling water functions. 

Convenient, space saving and sleek, the tap incorporates  
a child-proof double push-and-turn handle with ring.

Available in six finishes to suit your kitchen – whether 
your taste is for a bright chrome finish, the difference 
of a discreet brushed metal, or the dark modernism of 
statement matt black, the Fohën range comes in an 
unrivalled palette of options to suit your creativity.



If your style is more traditional, the Fohën Elegance 
range offers all the high quality performance of up-
to-the-minute tap design with a timeless period look. 
Enjoy ageless Fohën quality as the centrepiece to your 
classic kitchen.

Classic form, modern function
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Chrome
TK01A

Brushed Copper
TK01C

Brushed Gunmetal
TK01M

Brushed Gold
TK01G

Dual Lever Kitchen Mixer Tap



Easy to fit, efficient to run

The unique unvented system from Fohën stands out 
from other units on the market because it is so simple 
and easy to install.

There is no need for extra pipework for drainage, making it 
quick and easy to install with minimum disruption and fuss. 

There is also no need for a separate cold water supply, 
so it is exceptionally simple to fit without any upheaval 
for your kitchen! 

The sleek compact brushed stainless steel 2.4l 
insulated tank fits unobtrusively under the sink unit, 
maximising your storage space. 

The carbon rod filter absorbs and removes calcium, 
magnesium, odour, dirt and other water particles 
while the sensors ensure adequate water level and  
prevent overheating. 
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There is no excess boiling to discharge, making it safer 
to use and energy efficient – and you only heat the 
water you need, which is better for the environment. 

The Fohën Instant Boiling Water System is the perfect 
finishing touch for your new kitchen – or as an easy 
upgrade for your existing design.



Discreet magic box of tricks
The secret to the success of the Fohën system is in the unassuming innovative boiler tank unit which discreetly slips 
away under your sink unit to do all the hard work. The compact stainless steel tank is not under mains pressure, so 
the system is unvented and therefore no excess water is discharged to drain.

The inner tank has several electrical safety features. A temperature sensor to give an accurate digital external reading 
of the current water temperature. A float sensor detecting the water level in the tank, this avoids dry start that would 
damage the boiler. An overheat stat to ensure the unit never overcooks.
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fohën features:
•  With its impressive 2.4litre tank, the boiler holds a lot 

of water - enough for over 10 cups of tea!

•  The inner tank is fully insulated and energy efficient 
helping to maintain the tank temperature.

•  Brushed stainless steel surround complimented with 
a smoked glass top that incorporates digital touch 
control and functional colour display.

•  The appliance is supplied with a carbon rod filter 
designed for absorption and removal of calcium, 
magnesium, odour, dirt and particles, etc.

•  Compact in design to fit discreetly into your  
base unit (Overall height 315mm, Width 210mm,  
Depth 210mm).

• Temperature adjustable from 75 - 98°C.

Simple steps to fit
Isolate & remove existing tap. Install & connect new Tri flow tap, connect hoses from tap to tank (cold tap to tank 
supply via filter). Prime the tank & check water connections (as per supplied instructions) then plug in the tank & 
you’re ready to go. The instant boiler tap comes complete with an easy to replace carbon filter. The filter comes 
complete with fixtures and fittings and when ready for replacing it takes seconds: just a quick twist, pull & replace.

Mains supply

Cold water inlet

Carbon filter

3 way mixer tap

Dispensed boiling 
water feed

2.4 litre boiler with 
digitial display

Standard hot & 
cold connections



Live your life,
enjoy your kitchen
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FOHEN: FORM AND FUNCTION
The right sense for trends, a feeling for design and extensive 
know-how in production are important success factors for the 
Fohën brand. Balanced, harmonious designs and line orientation, 
always in conjunction with reliable functionality, give our products 
their unique, unmistakable character – stylish, intelligent and 
aesthetically pleasing.


